
Simon Tretter
Curriculum Vitae

”The best ideas come as jokes. Make your thinking as funny
as possible.“ - David Ogilvy

Education
2012–2013 Master of Science, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands, cum laude.

Human-centered Multimedia
2009–2012 Bachelor of Science, Vienna University of Economics and Business, Austria, top 5%

student.
specialized in information management, furthermore completed lectures in economics and business
economics.

2002–2008 Matura, HTBLA Wels, Austria.
Informatics

Master Thesis
Title Supporting Re-finding and Exploratory Web Searches

Supervisors Gene Golovchinsky, Ph.D., FXPAL, Palo Alto, CA & Dr. Frank Nack, ISLA University of
Amsterdam

Description This thesis explores the influence of different visualisations for re-finding and explorative
web searches.

Experience
Vocational

2013 Internship, FXPAL, Palo Alto, California.
FXPAL is a research institute in California, operated by Xerox and Fuji. It got famous through
Xerox Park (a sister company of FXPAL), which invented the computer mouse and the GUI.

My task consisted of working on a research topic about re-finding and exploratory
web searches. Part of my work was used for my master thesis, which I finished during this
Internship. Another paper, which I have worked on during this time, has been published at the
euroHCIR2013 (http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-1033/).
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2003–now Technical Management, Szene1.at Entertainment GmbH, Linz, Austria.
Szene1.at is an event platform with the biggest youth community in Austria. The basic idea of
Szene1.at is to send photographers to different events, to capture the night life. Afterwards
visitors can view and comment their pictures online.

My task is developing, maintaining and supporting the platform and the associated
websites. I was involved in developing a own CMS in programming languages from PHP to
C, Java, Erlang and Java-Script. The focus on the backend side was on the performance and
scalability issues: SQL Clustres, Fileclsuters, WWW Clusters and other systems have been
installed, maintained and improved by me. With these tasks I have not only gained more
experiences in soft and hardware, I also learned perfect time management and how to organise
all these besides my school and university program.

Detailed tasks
{ Linux server maintenance (>100 server) and surveillance

- database clusters (MySQL, Cassandra, ..)
- WWW clusters (Apache, ipvs, libevent, ..)
- file clusters (MogileFS)
- other services (Erlang, div. APIs, external services, ..)

{ Coordination of the programming department
- team leading
- process optimization
- developing environment
- task planning and assigning
- performance surveillance

{ Web analyse
- Google Analytics - Visitor stream
- Self developed benchmark tools - Website performance&speed

Mentionable
2011 Accenture Campus Challenge, Vienna, Austria.

Earned the first place of the Accenture Campus Challenge in Austria with a concept of ”Green
Points” for a sustainable company organization.
Further

2007 points24.at, Linz, Austria, Consulting for email distribution.
Optimization of Postfix and validation of email addresses.

Summer 2004 Trodat, Summer job, Wels, Austria.
Working in the inventory.

Summer 2003 Hewlett Packard, Internship, Linz, Austria.
programming and developing.

Honors
April 2012 TOEFL - Test of English as a Foreign Language

2011 Best Students - http://www.wu.ac.at/ec/courses/beststudents
2009 Promoted to Corporal at Bundesheer Wels
2007 Level 1 Certificate in English (ESOL)
2006 Course Certificate at the EF International School of English in Miami

2004–2006 Peer Education (Education for drug prevention)
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IT Qualifications
Programming C, C++, Java, PHP, Perl, Python, Erlang, Javascript, Bash

Web Ajax, HTML5, XML, JSON, CSS3, diverse browser debugger tools
Software Frontend (excerpt):

{ Eclipse
{ OpenOffice
{ Microsoft Office
{ Latex-Tools
Backend (excerpt):
{ APC (PHP Accelerator) - collaborated
{ PEB (PHP Erlang Bridge) - handed in patches
{ Memcache
{ MogileFS (Fileclustering)
{ MySQL (Database)
{ Apache (Webserver)
{ Clustering with IPVS
own developments (highlights):
{ TimelineR - A news feed-like system for SZENE1.AT
{ MogileFsReproxy - A party for the file cluster MogileFS in C++ for the scalability
{ ChicoChica - A fun web project to further explore social interactions and hypes
{ DateUp - Another, more successfull fun web project
{ Now is the moment - A mobile application for Android

Systems Linux client and server (Ubuntu, SuSE, Debian)

Languages
German native
English Advanced High fluent
Dutch Basic Basic words and phrases only

Spanish Basic Basic words and phrases only

Hobbies and Interests
- Running - Traveling
- Beachvolleyball - Going out
- Philosophizing - Fitness gym
- Education - Reading
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Simon Tretter
References

Challenges
Accenture
Campus

Challenge

The Accenture Campus Challenge was a project in cooperation with Accenture and several
universities. Due to the participation of the Vienna University of Economics and Business,
I got the opportunity to join the challenge for a sustainable solution for a company with
a team of 3 members. Our project ”Green Points“ won the first place in Austria and was
invited to the final challenge in Germany to present our work.

Own software projects
Fun Web Projects Two web projects to explore the social interactions and their posibilities in the world

wide web are chicochica.at and dateup.at. Both sides are working with social plugins of
Facebook. Tested features are: how to start a virale effect, how people react to different
events and visualisations, colors and used terms. Both sides are still available, but are
not maintained any longer.

TimelineR Is a C++ project for the web platform Szene1.at. It offers a newsfeed-like system which is
highly scalable, redundant and modular. The application is self-developed and nowadays a
big part of the platform. Used technologies are JSON, XML, libEvent, MySQL, MemCache
and many more.

Now is the
Moment

Now is the moment’ is a picture-driven Android app that stimulates you to be creative,
to get inspired, to discover and share ’moments-in-time’ with others.

SearchPanel SearchPanel is a browser extension in JavaScript, which has been developed at FXPAL
during my Internship. It offers the visualisations to test and logs data to a server for
further analyses. (see Internship FXPAL, CV)

Personal Engagement
JVP and

Landjugend
Due to my activities in my village Eggendorf, it was necessary to found a club to organise
events and other things. Therefore I founded with some of my friends JVP and Landjugend
Eggendorf. Under my leadership several events and trips were organised.
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Confirmation of academic progress

Name: Simon TRETTER

Program: Bachelor Program in Business, Economics and Social Sciences

Enrolled since: spring semester 2009

Semesters: 7

Date of calculation: July 15, 2012

Simon TRETTER has successfully completed courses and exams worth a total of
184.0 ECTS credits within a period of 7 semesters. He is therefore ranked at number
32 and among the top 5% of the students in his cohort (1774 students)1 in terms of
academic progress.2

This information is valid as of the date of calculation given above.

1Definition of a cohort:
• Total number of students admitted to the program in question for the first time in the semester

given under “Enrolled since”.
2Calculation of academic progress:
• total number of ECTS credits earned/number of semesters enrolled (in the program in questi-

on)
• ECTS credits earned for exams taken before enrollment in the WU program in question and

subsequently recognized are not included in the calculation.
• ECTS credits earned for exams taken after enrollment in the WU program in question and

subsequently recognized are included in the calculation.
• Leave semesters are not taken into account.
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